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Attorn~j. ·'Peter Gerstel!, 'who · finl ' ac'i.'ieved fame bt'ftJFO circles hi the late 1970s by
filing a Freedom of Information Act (FOIAt lawsuit to get i'iae Central Intelligence Agency to
release its UFO-related documents, and who later headed a small group called Citizens Against
UFO Secrecy (CAUS) before becoming inactive in UFOiogy in the mid-1980s, has recently
reasserted his control over CAUS and has launched an ambitious agenda for the organization.
Gersten's ami:loilnc~d age~u~a includes:

. ····-?~ -t:~: ·'- :·., ~ Projec.f · J?e,st~nation

Moon: Verificati~n." -· _G ersten I! opes to·:launch a .rocket to take
::;i~~~?.'~ ·: ~({~11-~ B,!.~J ~ ~~ _s_t~~t.~~e~-' o~- ~~~ ~:~ on)~:t~~!~ding a _ca~le ~~r, <(!'~~.~~- were "discov_ered"
-: - tiY.: Rachard Hoagland in photos taken -by A_,onOl"astronauts. - Hoagland -earher "discovered":·what
'~~~b ~"'~ claimed ' was _
·a ·gi~nf "Face-· 'on 'Mars• '~reiiiecF"by 'ETs in ; the Cydc)nfa '' reglon ,.;.or the ' planet,
---~ ' based on photos taken by the Viking spacecraft·- in 1976. · (Recerif photo taken by NASA's Mars
Global Surveyor spacecraft, with ··to times tb'e-h solution of the original Viking photos, shows
the "Face" to be only a natural rock formation, as NASA had claimed.) Gersten says a private
rocket company e~timates , that 71L_~&.Ii. _ s-end :1(.f9~.K~_t to the moon::·io photograph Hoagland's
(alleged) structures for $12-million.- Gersten~'-'Seeks to raise $30,000 for a video to promote
.) :Aus:s . rocket -: to-the·III~9;n: ..~~o)e£~· :·J SUNi ~~-~t~ that the receu.t., Cydonia ~hoto will not
" , _prompt Hoagland to admat he was wrong, nor deter Gersten from has ·fund-raisang effort.)
-{:-~ , 1··-, · ,
;;v~~t~:c'J!t,.~ ~: ·.-./~;-.:~4~:-:::c ·L ·;·./;- .. : .- : ·,
.
-·
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Formati~n -?f a ."scie;':l~i(i-~'}:,o~~i~te~ to · ~~~~!, ;.t,he contin_~lng r~rm_ati?n _of crop circles"
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Filing of ari
claims made by retired Army Lt. <;:_ol. Pbilie-[~- Corso in his book-, 10 The Day After Roswell"
-: ~_ that he personally saw ET bodies"" recovered . from) lear Roswell, ·N.M. ' <Nunierous' gross errors
of fact in Corso's other claims, which can
be' ~erified, were cited in SUN #49 I Jan . 1998.)
_ · !~on:

:easily'_
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Curiously, when SUN interviewed Gersten by telephone last Oct. 11, he said that since
moving to Scottsdale, Ariz., about three years ago:· his primary interest has shifted frcm UFOs
to ASTROLOGY. Gersten said his interest in UFOs had been rekindled when he met Corso at
last summer's Roswell celebration and had read Corso's book.•
. -' GERSTEN PIONEERED USE OF FOIATO OBTAIN ONCE CLASSIFIED UFO DOCUMENTS
Wlien Congress passed the Freedom Of Information · Act 'in'!early 1975, Gersten was a
young attorney with a longstanding interest in UFOs, then a junior member of a New York City
-":(Bronx) law · firm. ' Gersten wr~te to several UFO organizations proposing to use the FOIA to
· · ·''obtain CIA documents dealiiig ;~with UFOs,"' witb()ut charge.- 1for his' se..Vices,- U the UFO group
-_. _, ' would . underwrite_-·oth~r legal . expenses . ;:, A 'small ·: UFO group •called ' Ground ·- Saucer Watch
- .. (GSW), beaded by William Spaurding 'of ' PhoeniX~· · Az. ;· responded-·-to ''Gersten's offer. -On Sept.
11 ~ 1977, Gersten filed an FOIA :suit In' Federal 'court ag.a lilsFthe l CIA in GSW's name. In
addition to requesting a "true copy" of the ~IA -.: sponsored Robertson Panel report of early 1953,
- '' Gersten also s'o ught any CIA·-- papers dealing·• with . 600 specifit 1'UFO ~inCidents. · .
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To Gersten's surprise, the CIA responded on Aug. 17,1978, asking that Gersten modify
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his FOIA. ~~ quest to ask the CIA to couduct •a reasouable search• of its files and to release ALL
UFO-rel~ t"d documents- -not lust those which Gersten had requested. Gersteu agt·eed and the
Court orn ~Ted the CIA to conduct •a reasonable search• withiu 90 days and rele:lse all UFO
document!\ it found, which was done on Dec. IS, 1978.
A one-page press release announcing "CIA RELEASES UFO DOCUMENTS" was
distributed to the news media not by GSW, but in the name of Citizens Against l'FO Secrecy
(CAUS), which bad been creared in early 1978 by a Wisconsin UFOiogist named W. Todd
Zecbel, who bad earlier been assoCiated with GSW. The CAUS press release said the
"documents are dated from the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s, demonstrating continuous interest on
the part of the agency despite frequent public denials. The significance of the information
contained in the documents will not be known until after they have been fully analy:!ed." A few
weeks later, after SUN's editor had had an opportunity to study the CIA documents, we called
Gersten on Feb. 5, 1979, to obtain his assessment. Gersten responded: •As far as a coverup-coverup meaning they are not vo/4/.nteering documents--] would think that the documents they have
release.d seriously damages the theory of a coverup. •

t

, .,

.
In fact. the once-highly classified CIA documeuts showed that the agency had become
brieny Involved with the UFO issue in mid-1952. at the request of the White House after
seemingly mysterious radar blips appeared on the radar at Washington National Airport. But
after the Robertson Panel studied the USAF's best cases and concluded that all had prosaic
explanations, the CIA decided in early 1953 NOT to launch its own UFO investigation. From
. that time, the agency had not been involved in investigating UFOs.
.

·~~ :

CAUS Founder Zechel Departs After False Claims Are Exposed
Zechel quickly zoomed to fame in UFO circles as a result of his newly created Citizens
Against UFO Secrecy (CA US) and his claim that, as a result of having been employed for 10
years by "two civilian intelligence agencies," he had hard evidence of a 'government UFO
coverup. For example, in an article published in the August 1978 issue of UFO Reports, UFO
historian Jerome Clark offered the following appraisal: •At this moment in history, it's distinctly
possible that Todd Zechel is CJFOlogy's major figure." (Emphasis added.)

,. · : .

My brief investigation into Zechel's claims revealed him to be a spinner of tall tales.
most of the 10 years he claimed to have been employed by •two civilian Intelligence
agencies• he was actually employed as a carpenter, a fireman, and later managed a •sex shop. •
The results of my investigation, reported In a brief White Paper dated Sept. 1, 1978, were sent
to Clark and .other UFOiogists. C!::rk ·s!:srnly crl!idzed
for c!o!ng set;:"3aying that be bad
gotten to
-z~chel very well and that he was person .of •uncompromising integrity.. Within
a year, Clark would admit that he had been wrong about Zechel's integrity and would later
write me to say: •If I'd listened to you. I'd have saved myself a hell of a lot of heartache. • By mid1979, Zechel abandoned CAUS for Hollywood, hoping to sell a script for a UFO-covernp movie.
~uring

bow

a

me

Gersten, who had worked with Zechel during the CIA litigation, took over as Director
of CA US. In the early 1980s, having failed to find any "smoking gun" in the CIA's UFO
documents, Gersten/CAUS filed an FOIA request to obtain UFO documents from the National
Security Agency. But NSA refused to release most of the documents because they would have
revealed that NSA was covertly evesdropping on communications of Soviet air- defense centers.
(In late 1996, NSA releaseq the documents whose highlights were first reported in SUN
#43/Jan. 1997.) By 1984, Gersten had lost interest and CAUS was essentially defunct.
Barry Greenwood and Larry Fawcett, who had authored a book accusing the government
of UFO coverup, obtained Gersten's approval to publish a quarterly newsletter in CAUS's name,
with Greenwood as editor. Their first issue of Just Cause was published in the fall of 1984 .

...

\
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For the past 13 years, Just Cause has been the voice of CAUS, and reason, and in recent years
Greenwoot:l has played the dominant role. More importantly, Greenwood has become more
skeptical, questioning the authenticity of the MJ -12 papers and claims of a Roswell crashed
saucer. Increasingly, Just Cause has focused on obtaining once-classified UFO documents
dating back to the 1940s and 1950s.
GERSTEN STAGES •coUP D'ETAT•
Several months ago--onJan. 18--Greenwood rarst learued from UFOiogist Jan Aldrich
that Gersten had announced that he was taking., over as Director of CAUS to make it •an
effective and viable activist organization dedicaied to ending all secrecy about extraterrestrial
contact.... • Ten days later, after ·learning more·· about Gersten's new associates, Greenwood
announced that he had resigned as editor of Just Cause and from CA US. Greenwood will
launch a new publication ·called UFO Historical Review.
'
c Possibly the first clue ·that Gersten nilght return the UFO field came a year ago when
he was a featured . speaker at a conference sponsored by the Connecticut chapter of the Mutual
UFO Network (MUFON). The title of Gersten's talk was: "Government Secrecy, UFOs and the
Nazi Connection." In an interview published in the May 17, 1997, edition of the Connecticut
Post, Gersten was quoted as saying that he did not think UFOs "come from some other planet,
but from the frozen south. He said it has been long established that Nazi scientists were testing
flying-saucer-like craft during World War II, and after the war it's possible that some fled to
Antarctica to continue the experiments. If not, the technology was likely stolen after the war by
another country, perhaps the U.S., he said. But that's not to say the aliens aren't here or
coming, he cautioned. Those mysterious circles that appear in European crops are definite alien
messages, he said, and it could be proven there are ancient artifacts on Mars and its moon [sic] if
only scientists would point the Hubble space telescope in that direction. •

Gersten told SUN last October: "I don't get excited any more about ligiJis-in-the-skytype
of UFOs. I think most, if not all, of the things we see are earthly technology. • Gersten added: "I
believe this planet is in connection with another form of intelligence but I don't think UFOs
[sightings] are the best evidence. I think that crop circles are the best evidence... •

California Revokes Another UFO- Abduction- Therapist's License
Prominent psychotherapist Dr. Edith Fiore of Saratoga, Calif., one of the earliest to
embrace the reality of UFO abductions and other far-out ideas, agreed to sun-ender her license
on Aug. 10 after·· the California State Board of Psychology chairged her with •being grossly
negligent• in the treatment of a female patient- -identified as JH. In 1989, Fiore authored a
book •Encounter: A Psychologist Reveals Case Studies of Abductions by Extraterrestrials. • This
is the second time that the California Board has revoked the license of a psychotherapist who
attempted to convince patients they had suffered UFO abductions. Two years ago, the Board
revoked the license of Dr. Richard Boylan of Sacramento, who also specialized in treating
patients he believed had been abducted by UFOs [SUN #37/ Jan. 1996].

According to an article in the Aug. 20 edition of the Saratoga News, one of the charges
against Fiore was that she used an unusual treatment procedure without obtaining patient JH's
consent. According to JH, by means of hypnosis, Fiore claimed to have removed "90 entities,
comprised of dead persons," fr9m d'H's body . Then, JH said that Fiore told her that "they should
explore whether JH may have been abducted by Unidentified Flying Objects [UFOs)." The article
noted that after three years Fiore can request reinstatement of her license. But if granted,
Fiore would have to pay the cost of the Board's investigation: $10,706. (SUN wonders when
other states will follow California's lead. And when persons without psychotherapist training
will be prosecuted for using hypnosis to •treat• UFO-abduction •experiencers.•)

'.
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Ar:aother .. Top Secret .. Document Indicat es No Roswell Crashc I Saucer
Because not one of the m .llny hundreds of formerly •sECRET• CIA or USAF documents
provides a ny evidence that any agency of the U.S. government has ever recovere~~ a crashed
saucer, th v);c who promote the R oswell crashed-saucer-coverup myth •invent• the ~: :.:planation
that such .i nformation would ·be classified •ToP SECRET.• This explains why books and
articles promoting the Roswell crashed-saucer myth t _v pically avoid any mention of the TOP
SECRET Air Intelligence Report No. 100-203-79, daled 10 December 1948, title d •Analysis
of Flying Object Incidents io tl• e U.S. • This report, declassified in early 1985, co11 eludes that
"it would be most logical to consider that they [UFOs] are from a Soviet source. •
Another pertinent "TOP SECRET• document has recently been discoven·d by UFO
researcher Jan Aldrich, and a copy was obtained by R obert Todd, who provided a c~• py to SUN.
The document, dated 20 April 1949, is a report by the USAF's Director of Intelligence for the
Joint Intelligence · Committee. The report briefly summarizes the Air Force's efforts to
determine what UFOs really Wc1-c , including the foll nwing:

"Jn,-.smuch as various surmises have been ad vtJ nced that some of the reported [UFO]
observations may have represented 'space ships' or satellite vehicles, a special study has been
initiated with the RAND Corporation, under the RAND Project, to provide an analysis from this
standpoint and also to provide fundamental information pertaining to the basic design and
performance characteristics that might distinguish apos.1ible 'space ship.' [NOTE: RA ~· D was then
the center of U.S. research on man-made satellites un d had issued several highly classified
reports on the design of earth satellites and their potential benefits for different military
applications.] RAND Corporation has also informed AMC [Air Materiel Comman d] that their
analysis of all incidents leads them to the conclusion that there is nothing in any reported incidents
which would go against a rational [i.e., prosaic] explangtion. • (Emphasis adde~.)
The r eport notes: "Members of the [Air Force] A dvisory Board to the Chief of Staff, USAF,
who have provided consultant services to Project Grudg e [the USAF's UFO investigat ion effort],
include Dr. Irving Langmuir, chief, General Electric R esearch and Dr. G.E. Valley of MIT." (Dr.
Valley had recently been named to lead a Massach 11 ~ etts Institute of Technology effort to
develop an effective defense against Soviet bomber 1>1 tack.]
Th e report adds that AMC had contracted with nearby Ohio State University for the
services of Dr. J. Allen Hynek , an astrophysicist , to assist in analyzing U FO reports.
"Preliminary report of Dr. Hynek indicates that 30 percent of the first 200 [UFO] incidents are
positively attributable to astronomical phenomena... • Also: •The Air Weather Service has reviewed
incident data and has provided information that 24 of the first 172 [UFO reports] , both with
respect to location and time, coincide with the release of weather balloons. •
AS OF 20 APRIL 1949- -nearly two years a rter the Roswell Incident-- THIS •ToP
SECRET- REPORT TO THE JOINT INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE CONCLUDES:

•
"In spite of the lack of accurate data provided by witnesses, the majority of the reported
incidents have been caused by misidentification of weather balloons, high altitude balloons with
lights and I or electronic equipment, meteors, bolides, and the planet Venus

...

r,

•
"There are numerous reports from reliable and competent observers for which a conclusive
explanation has not been made. Some of these involve descriptions which would place them in the
category of new manifestations of probably natural phenomena but others involve configurations and
described performance which might conceivably represent an advanced aerodynamical development.
A few unexplained incidents surpass these limits of credibility. •

...

•
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Travis Walton Book Reveals Break With Mike Rogers
A previously unknown rift between •uFO abductee• Travis Walton and his crew chief,
Mike Rogers, is revealed in Walton's book •Fire In The Sky• (SUN #50/March 1998]. Although
Travis had been a long-time friend of Rogers and was happily married to his sister Dana, Travis
admits "there was a blowup. We hardly spoke to each other for a IWmber of years• [p. 191]. Walton
tries to blame the rift on the rict that Rogers was often criticized for having driven off after
Travis (allegedly) was zapped by a blue beam from the UFO, leaving Travis behind to be
abducted. Travis denies that he himself ever leveled such criticism at Rogers but adds: "Certain
members of my family made known their strong feelings about it. •
Yet neither Travis' mother or older brother Doane criticized Rogers for his (alleged)
action during the time when Travis was •missing• and his fate (seemingly) was unknown. When
Travis' mother was first informed by Rogers · and deputy sheriff Ken Coplan that ber son
seemingly bad been abdnc:te.t by a UFO.._Jibe_took tbe ne~s ven calmly, according to Coplan.
She did NOT tben criticize Rogers for bis actions. Three days later, when Travis was still
•missing, • Rogers and Travis' older brother Doane were interviewed by UFOiogist Fred
Sylvanus. Not once during tbe boor-long tape-recorded interview did Duane criticize Rogers
for having abandoned Travis to bis fate. At one point, Doane said: •I don't think he's in any
danger at aii.... Iwish I was with him" [SUN #50/Marcb 1998].
When Travis reappeared five days later and was promptly examined by two physicians,
there were no burn or bruise marks on his body or any other evidence of injury. When tbe
Walton incident was selected by tbe National Enquirer as the best UFO case of 1975, Travis
received $2,500 as bis share- -as much as be earned in many months cutting timber for Rogers.
THE UNFORESEEN. UNHAPPY IMPACT ON TRAVIS's LIFE

'

If tbe incident were a hoax concocted by Rogers, in tbe bope that it might provide au
excuse for Rogers' default on bis seriously delinquent Forest Service contract, and that they
might win tbe $100,000 grand prize offered by tbe National Enquirer for positive proof that
some UFOs were ET craft, tbe unforeseen, unpleasant consequences could prompt Travis and
bis family to blame Rogers. Travis briefly mentions a few of these in bis book [p. 189-191]:

•
"One joke made the rounds: 'You hear they proved Travis was telling the truth? When he
came back· they found a Mars bar in his pocket'•••• School kids chanted a singsong I?" the playground:
·1-'Flying saucers, UFO, where did Travis Walton go?' That was embellished to: 'Travis Walton, UFO.
he's back. Now -he has to take a spaceship
Where did all the spaceships go? T~avis ate 'em,
crap.'"

now

•
"...particularly disappointing was how some people who treated us with normal friendliness
and respect in private, became cool and distant (if they didn't pretend not to see us altogether) when
we encountered them in public."
•
"Then there were those who, in the normal day-to-daycourse of human interactions, would
occasionally perceive themselves at odds with me over some unrelated issue. So, of course, they
would immediately bring up the UFO incident as their ad hominem trump card, behind my back of
course.'"

r,

Rogers experienced a similar aftermath for which be might blame Travis for agreeing
to participate in a boax. Rogers' marriage ended in divorce, as did those of several other crew
members. (Travis says he doubts wbetber any of tbe divorces "were directly caused by the
incident.") According to Travis, "Mike started to withdraw, ·to become an emotional hermit .... Mike
was hired [as a logger]. During one of his seasons up there he lived alone in a cabin."
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Travis comments that "Writing this book makes me look back over the years (or perspective
on all the c!r anges that have occrl_!r"rl, norh personal and r:~rbal. • If Travis was really :· '•dnded by
a UFO on e wight tben expect ilwr to comment In the dosing chapters of his boo~ something
like the following: "But all these irritations are a small price to pay for having experienced a UFO
abduction, lreing taken to a hangr!.. "" somewhere on earth p r on their planet where I saw three flying
s aucers, an d being returned safel 1' ·without any injurv. It's an adventure that I will trea.rure for my
entire life. I am eager to devot P my life to helping resolve the UFO controversy and preventing
UFOs from abducting innocent c'iti zens. •
BUT NOWHERE IN TH Y. BOOK DOES TRAYl.S EXPRESS ANY SUCH VIEW. Instead,
he writes: "One community might have welcomed me wi1h open arms: The UFO commzmity. I was
repeatedly invited to attend their Ratherings, but I rarely accepted. That wasn't a put-down of those
people. It's just that I'd had enough of the controversy, the reaction, the subject. My best coping
strategy was simply to try to get on with my life and live it as normally as possible."
PROSPEC}~

OF HOLLYWOOD

~-~ O VIE

HEALS RIFT BEWEEN TRAVIS AND ROGERS

Travis does not disclose wb.at prompted a recondlation with Rogers or when it occurred.
On Nov. 5, 1985--exactly 10 ye ar " after the UFO incirl ent--Tracy Torme arrived in Snowflake,
Az., to meet with Travis and .1\ 1! ··c . Torme sought tb ,·i r cooperation for a movie on the Walton
incident which he hoped to sell l u a Hollywood produ c t:r. The prospect of a movie and payment
for their assistance healed the rirt. Mike and Travis have been close buddies ever since.
At first, Travis writes, he told Torme he was not interested: "What could a movie bring
to my life? Stir up all the old controversies, animositie.r, and ridicule?• [p. 211]. Whi le sitting in
a doughnut shop and watching I neal traffic, Travis r e marked to Torme •how few of these people
seemed to base their opinions concerning the incident on the facts; their opinions seemed to be mostly
derived from their prejudices and emotions. Tracy responded that a movie would indu ce people to
experience the sighting and its aftermath for themselves and open up their thinJVng about it. That
viewpoint immediately clicked [or me. • (Emphasis a d ded .) Under the agreement which Travis
signed, he would assist Torme in obtaining the w rl llt~ n permission of other members of the
Rogers crew to being portrayed in the movie. But •x(~ n. Peterson simply refused to sir,n. It wasn't
the money. He felt some personal principle would be violated by his signing. We never figured out
what it was, but his decision was f inal. • (SUN Comment: If Peterson knew the incident were a
hoax. this could explain his refusal to be portrayed by name in the movie.]
More than five years would elapse before Torme was able to get a firm commHment from
Paramount Pictures to boy his ~.-:ript, and there would be many changes in Torme's sc.:ript before
"Fire In The Sky" made its debut in March of 1993 [SUN #21/May 1993].

Clark Denies He Served As Ghostwr~er For Any Part Of Walton's Book
But Admits He Provioed Anti- PJK Articles At Walton's Request
The last issue of SUN noted the strong endorsement of the Walton UFO incident, and
of Walton's recent book., by Jerom e Clark (editor of I n ternational UFO Reporter, published by
the Center for UFO Stodies/CU.l<~OS). We then report ed: •It is rumored that Clark helped Walton
write his first book and there is evidence that he served as 'ghostwriter' for much of the new material
in Walton's recent book." The "evidence• included harsh criticism similar to that voiced in some
of Clark's articles and in our per~onal correspondence. Clark bas responded that be "ghostwrote
not a word of either book. I did supply Walton, at his request, with copies of a few pieces [articles]
I'd written on Klass and CSICOP [a skeptics organization with which I am affili~ted] for the
second book, and Walton indicates as much in his coverage of debunking treatments of his story."
In only ~ instance that we can find (p. 290) is criticism of •pJK• or CSICOP credited to a
Clark article. (The Walton book does not contain an Index.)
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On page 366 of the Walton book be writes: •I've been_U11Jlthat he [PJK) owns an apartment
complex, a big oceangoing boat, and makes frequent trips to places like the Bahamas. • Travis does
not say who told him, bot when Clark visited me ·hi 1980, I mentioned that the bank and I
owned two other small studio apartments in our condominium complex. And I would later invite
Clark to go sailing on my 27-ft. sailboat, based near the Chesapeake Bay. On April 8, 1984, at
a time when our relations were more cordial, I concluded my letter to Clark as follows: •If

business or pleasure should bring you to the D.C. area, I invite you to join me aboard the 'Hanky
Pank,' but warn you of the dange~s of the mysterious Chesapeake Quadrangle in which many UFOPs
(UFO Promoters) have disappeared mysteriously. A few have been found with their bodies riddled
with bullet holes. Some who are anxious to keep the Cosmic Watergate under cover, will stop at
absolutely nothing. •
Clark responded in friendly fashion, indicating that he recognized the foregoing was
intended as a joke. So my May 14, '1984, letter to Clark concluded: •The yacht Hanky Pank made

her maiden voyage of 1984 and all systems incl~fding, the marine toilet were A-OK....Perhapsyou will
join us some day (and your body will be found floating in the Chesapeake). • .Clark replied on May
2i, saying fii-at- lie- consfde_re_d my May 14 fetter--'to be- a "deatli tbrear;-w- and riot a Joke-: •unless
you make a full, immediate and unqualified apology, all communication between us will cease and
I will have nothing further to do with you. • I replied on May 25: •If you honestly believe that my
letter of May 14 contained a serious 'death threat,' then I would urge you to immediately bring it
to the attention of the FBI and the U.S. Coast Guard- -the latter because the foul deed would be
performed in its waters. However, if you fear that the FBI and USCG might think you a dum-dum
and a kook, then perhaps you may not wish to do so. The choice is yours and I will not venture any
advice... • If Clark reported my •death threat• to the FBI, the agency did not pursue it with me.
And Clark terminated our correspondence.
CLARK ADMITS WALTON CASE MIGHT BE A HOAX,
BUT NOT LIKE PJK SCENARIO
In "The UFO Book, • authored by Clark, he offers the
following evaluation of the Walton case: •Nearly all the available

evidence would lead one to the conclusion that Walton, his family, and
the logging crew are not hoaxers. If there is compelling evidence to
the contrary, it has yet to emerge. In the end, Klass' case rests on a
single dubious polygraph result and a mass of lurid but apparently
baseless speculations. Should the Walton episode turn out to be a
hoax, we may be confident that it will not be the kind of hoax Klass
says it was ... • (E~phasis added.)
REGRETABLY, CLARK DOES NOT OFFER A SINGLE
POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE HOAX SCENARIO. SUN invites
Clark to do so.

Short Shrift

• !'AND TNFN,WAlTDN S'AID:'..

Matt Graeber

•

*

One Of Many False Walton Charges: Travis claims, p. 360, that •PJK scratched deep in
efforts to dig up dirt on those he attacked. I learned that he telephoned all the bars in town, looking
for bad stories about me, bul WHen they told him I ~ went in there, PJK hid this fact. •
(Emphasis added.) The truth: I have never in my life telephoned, or in any way communicated
with, any bar in the state of Arizona or in any state west of the Mississippi.
•
Congressman Steven H. Schiff (R.-NM), who prompted the GAO's Roswell crashedsaucer investigation in 1994-95, died of cancer on March 25, at the age of 51.
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*

"The Threat"--David Jacobs' New UFO-Abduction . .Book: In his new b 10k, Jacobs
attempts to explain why som1· UFO-abduction rest·ard ttrrs, such as Dr. John Mack, Leo
Sprinkle, '"1 d Richard Boylan ( ~ hom Jacobs refers to as "Positives") interpret the l les of their
subjects as indicating that ETs have benevolet objectives, while Jacobs and Hopkins believe ETs
are malevolent. Jacobs explains the sharply divergent views of UFO-abduction experts as
foJiows: "A primary reason f or the Positive attitude is that most of these abductees have not
undergone competent hypnosis to help them understand what has happened to them. • He adds: "The
inadequate hypnotist engages in mutual confirmational fantasy; the abductee reports the fantasy;
the hypnoti.<t assumes that the uhductee's narrative is objective reality. • [SUN Comn;ent: Jacobs
erToneousJ v presumes that he i~ much too intelligent to mistake fantasy for reali1y.]

·a

*

Att rntion D:~vid Jaco h·. 'P. udd Hopkins, Dr. J ()h n Mack, et al: A rep ort on a study
commissioned by the Royal C ol1cgc of Psychiatrists, sl;ated for publication in the April edition
of the Briti sh Journal of Psychiatry, warns that "any memory recovered thrlRlgh hyp_rwsis. dream
interpreta(~'2~ or regression th P,.!.JlPY is almost certainly { gls e. • [SUN Comment: Unl i.'SS hypnosis
is admini sre rrd by David Jacoh s.]
•
"How To Defend Yoors<·l f Against Alien Abduction• is title of a new "How To" book
slated to make its debut this ~u mmer. Its author is Ann Druffel, long-time pro- UFOiogist,
whose res r nrch indicates that UFO abductions can be avoided by means of "will power and
spoken co •·•nunds to 'go away.'• Druffel first reported her research in the Marcb 1992 issue
of the M U I· ON UFO Journal lli..!.lli #18/ July 1992]. The book will be published by the Harmony
Book division of Crown Publish ers. In Jacobs' book he notes that •in recent years abductees have
reported a marked increase in th e frequency of their abductions .... Curtailing abductions- -and their
consequences- -does not seem feasible at present." [SUN recommends that Jacobs encourage his
"abductees" to read Druffel's n (' W book.]

*

Curious Omission In Ja co bs' New Book: Although Budd Hopkins has characterized the
Linda •c01·-tile• (Napolitano) case- -in which she claims she was beamed up to a hc1vering UFO
from her 12th floor Manhattan apartment- -as the most impressive UFO-abdoction case of all
time [SUN #42/Nov. 1996], tbe case is not even briefly discussed in the new Jacobs book..
However, Hopkins' book on the case, •Witnessed: Thr. True Story of the Brooklyn Bridge UFO
Abductions," is cited in Jacobs' Appendix notes. Although Jacobs previously seemed content to
"play second fiddle" to his close friend Hopkins, the • About The Author• page in his new book
says he "is considered the world's foremost academic scholar on the UFO and abduction
phenomenon. • (Jacobs is a history professor at Temple University.)

*

SUN' .. Pre..Jid.il)n Comf>s Trne- -So Far: More than a year has passed since the National
Institute for Discovery Science (NIDS)- -created by Las Vegas millionaire Robert Bigelow- -spent
more than $200,000 to boy a ranch in Utah whose pre..- ions owner (Terry Shennan) claimed that
UFOs often visited the ranch to mutilate cattle and create crop circles. NIDS constnJcted an
observation facility on the ranch, which was operated around the clock. to record future UFO
activities. SUN corTectly predicted that UFOs would no longer visit the ranch (SUN #44/March
1997]. Our prediction was based on the fact that UFOs (seemingly) often visited Ed Walters'
home in Gulf Breeze, Fla., until he built a new house and sold the old one to Mr./Mrs. Robert
Menzer. UFOs quickly learned that the house was now occupied by the Menzers and the UFOs
never returned, according to the Menzers. Seemiqly, the UFOs were unable to locate Ed's new
address and never again hovered over his yard to provide close-up photo opportunities.

~~~~~ ~;~:~n: ::;~ ~-;~ :~-l~~:; ;t: :;i;~r::u:~~t~;r:,~ ::~:--a:~ -;o- ~~""-r- :~~~y- :;p:;;;t· ;~e-----views of any organization witb wbicb he is affiliated--or bis spouse. We thank Dr. Gary Posner for belp in proofreading.
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